
Electricity and Magnetism: PHY-204 Fall Semester 2015

Tutoring Session on magnetic materials

1. A thin, toroidal coil of total length 34 cm is wound with 1600 turns of wire. A current

of 0.62 A flows through the wire. What is the magnitude of B⃗ inside the torus if the

core consists of a ferromagnetic material of magnetic susceptibility χm = 2.8 × 103?

What is the magnitude of H⃗?

2. A torus of central radius 12 cm and tube radius 1.5 cm is filled with silver. It is wound

with 450 turns of wire and carries a 0.80 A current. The magnetic susceptibility of

silver is −2.4× 10−5. Determine (a) the magnetic intensity, H⃗; (b) the magnetic field

B⃗; (c) the magnetization, M⃗ . Repeat parts (a) through (c) for a torus filled with

nickel instead of silver. The susceptibility of nickel is 95.

3. In 17O (monoatomic oxygen with 17 nucleons in its nucleus) the nuclear magnetic

moment is −9.54× 10−27 Am2. The atomic electrons are lined up in such a way that

they make no contribution to the magnetic moment of the atom. Suppose it were

possible to align the oxygen atoms such that 50.05 percent pointed in one direction

and 49.95 percent pointed in the opposite direction. What would be the magnetization

of 1 mol of monoatomic 17O gas under those conditions at standard temperature

and pressure (STP)? At STP, 1 mole of atoms occupy a volume of 22.4 dm3 and 1

dm3 = 10−3 m3.

4. Consider a long solenoid with a core that is an iron alloy. Suppose that the diameter

of the solenoid is 2 cm and the length of the solenoid is 20 cm. The number of turns on

the solenoid is 200. The current is increased until the core is magnetized to saturation

at about I = 2 A and the saturated magnetic field is 1.5 T.

(a) What is the magnetic field intensity at the center of the solenoid and the applied

magnetic field, µ0H, for saturation?

(b) What is the saturation magnetization Msat of this iron alloy?

(c) If we were to remove the iron-alloy core and attempt to obtain the same magnetic

field of 1.5 T inside the solenoid, how much current would we need? Is there a

practical way of doing this?
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You are given that the magnetic field B inside a long hollow solenoid is constant and

given by B = µ0nI, where n is the number of turns per unit length of the solenoid

and I is the current running through it.

5. The atomic number of iron is 26, its atomic weight is 55.8, and its density is 7.87

g/cm3.

(a) How many electrons are there in 10 cm3 of iron?

(b) Suppose that each electron has a magnetic moment of 5 × 10−24 Am2, and that

the magnetic moments “up” and “down” make up the fractions 1
2
(1 + 2× 10−7)

and 1
2
(1− 2× 10−7), respectively. What is the magnetization of the iron?
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